Hundreds
of
Chow
enthusiasts
from
judges
to
breeders….exhibitors to companion owners, drop by ChowTales
every month and I would dearly love for YOU… the readers, to
leave behind a little “history” of your own in this GUESTBOOK
time capsule.
Let me know a bit about your involvement in
chows/dogs if you wish, or your interests in the ChowTales
Archive and what type of articles do you enjoy?. Thank you so
very much for stopping in to visit and leave feedback.
I
hope you return often as new content is added weekly.
Sandra Miller-ChowTales curator
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21 entries.
Lis Taul from Gjern, Denmark wrote on March 13, 2020 at
12:22 pm:
You are amazing, Sandra. What you manage to dig out of
nowhere? I love every single post in ChowTales. There are just
so many findings out there and with your restoration and
beautiful presentation, it is such a pleasure to follow your
archives. Thank you is simply not enough. Chow
owner/occationally breeder/show person since 1979
Casey Busken from Godfrey wrote on March 11, 2020 at
7:57 pm:
I fell in love with Chows as a teenager. My first Chow was a
red girl, Bailey. We got her as a puppy. My second was a
senior, a cinnamon girl Stella Belle. She was absolutely
perfect. My current Chow is Black Betty. I’m just in love with
the breed. Stella and Betty were rescues from Chow Rescue of
Missouri. I will always have a Chow. They have my heart.
Tatyana Zakharova from Moscow Russia wrote on March 11,
2020 at 1:00 pm:
The best site about chow, a lot of photos, articles. Thank you

for you hard work. I don't know where I could find chow
historic without your articles and photos. It's my lovely
website!
Tuula Tammelin from Køge, Denmark, Europe. wrote on
March 11, 2020 at 11:54 am:
A great site for our breed. I have had two chow boys by my
side for many years. Part of the good life!
Dr. Cynthia Becker from Fishers wrote on March 10, 2020
at 5:09 pm:
My first Chow came to me as a rescue in 1990 and the rest is
history. Training in self defense became a love of
performance/companion dog sports. My 4.5 yr old cream Chow
Baila has earned 27 AKC titles in dog sports plus a
Championship in CPE agility and a WCFO musical freestyle
title. My 10 yr old mixed breed Jia Li has almost as many AKC
titles plus 5 CPE agility Championships and a CT-ATE ( agility
team extraordinaire...equal to about 5 Championships) My
youngest
black
Chow
has
a
good
start...9
AKC
performance/companion titles at 17 months plus a CPE agility
title. I prefer open faced, athletic Chows so Chow Tales has
great pics of my favorite Chow types with their proud people.
I am now dipping a toe into the conformation ring, and am
fascinated with the changes in the breed since it was first
introduced. Keep thos history lessons coming?
Mary Wuest from Spring Hill wrote on March 10, 2020 at
4:50 pm:
Sandra - I am so thankful for all you do for our beloved
breed. The history is so important to preserving the Chow. I
am in awe of how you manage to find all of the historical
items. Thank you for developing the ChowTales website and
providing us with all of the historical information to keep us
not only in touch with the past but also educated for the
future.
Christine Cameron from Lebanon wrote on March 23, 2018
at 7:20 am:
Thank you Sandy for all that you do, especially towards
preserving the history of our breed. I became involved with

Chows in 1976. My first Chow was a gorgeous son of CH Melody
St Noel and CH Cheries Chablis O Prophet and he came from
Sherry Harper and Jan Montanye. He became CH Cherie's
Moonshine Skys The Limit ROM. Most of the Chows I have today
go back to Sky. I am proud to be a Breeder/Owner/Handler and
Judge of our wonderful breed.
Yevette Lamela from Kissimmee, Florida wrote on March
23, 2018 at 6:51 am:
Sandra I don’t know how to begin, I want to thank you for
keeping us educated on this wonderful breed and for all your
beautiful art. You are amazing ?
Shirley Skelton from Elkhorn wrote on March 23, 2018 at
5:31 am:
I have had chows for 40 yrs. Showed in conformation initially
then moved on to obedience competition with my dogs. My last 3
chows have been rescues. I currently have a cream Rescue
female, Mya, that I adopted from Houston Chow Chow Connection.
She’s our spoiled couch baby!
Fran Edwards from Mannerim wrote on March 22, 2018 at
9:04 pm:
My first Chow came with my husband 44 years ago. My love for
them grew stronger over the years - I kept them ditched the
husband.
Lynn Kay Vogt from Holland wrote on March 22, 2018 at
8:31 pm:
Dearest Sandra, what a gift you are to our beautiful and
amazing world of chows. Thank you for this incredible
collaboration of treasures. Hugs
Pat Foose from Longmont wrote on March 17, 2018 at 10:44
am:
Inspirational work! I love what you do, I respect it so much
that I am featuring this site on mine in the must read
section. Thank you Sandra for the dedication to this work and
so many other tasks. We (RMCCC) are offering prizes from the
Year of the Dog Collection on Zazzle at our regional this
fall. Cheers to you!

Tineke van der Heide-Das from Gasselternijveen NL wrote
on April 21, 2017 at 1:07 pm:
Sandra thank you for all the work you have done and will be
doing. I enjoy it so much reading al your articles about our
beloved breed, the Chow Chow.
Jan Lockhart from Sedona wrote on April 14, 2017 at 3:57
pm:
I find it hard to believe I haven't signed before. I cannot
say how much I admire Sandra Miller for the endless hours of
work she continues to do maintaining and updating this site.
She has gifted us with the knowledge of the breed we love, as
well as the inspiration to improve it! Thank you, Sandra!!!
Joanna Olson, Rosewine Chows from Ukiah, CA wrote on
April 14, 2017 at 6:25 am:
For me, it was intrigue then head over paws love at first
sight for the Chow Chow. A large black Chow with a massive
head and mane sat inside of an equally large black truck,
passively stared back at me, then yawned and out spilled a
purple tongue. What is this magnificent animal? That began my
love affair for the breed. Unforgettable. I thought, it cannot
be a bear. It must be a dog. But what breed? And that tongue!
My research began and within one year I had a chow and was
attending dog shows. 1983. Thank you, Sandra, for your
research and beautiful presentation of the Chow Chow through
print and art.
Christina Ciccarelli from Asheville wrote on April 14,
2017 at 5:29 am:
I enjoy your vintage pictures and stories so much. I adore
this breed and love to see the connection with people of the
past.
Trini Trimbos from Delft, the Netherlands wrote on
November 24, 2016 at 8:17 am:
Sandra I am very, very thankful for all the work you do for
"our" Chow Chow. I admire your dedication, your way of
presentation, your way of using the Chow in your art. You did
a wonderful job, which all Chow lovers (and the Chows

themselves, if they could) will enjoy to the utmost. Thank
you!
Susan Hassett from Rochester. NY wrote on June 23, 2016
at 3:43 pm:
The information on this site is amazing! I have owned and
breed this beloved breed for over 35 years under the kennel
name of Ky Ching Chows. I have had the privilege of knowing
and showing with and against many of our breeds most respected
breeders. So being able to see and track so many of our dogs
ancestors is amazing. Thank you Sandra for taking on this
labor of love!!!
Yvette Ferguson from Virginia wrote on June 6, 2016 at
2:26 pm:
Wonderful thing you have done here Sandra. I really do enjoy
reading about the history of our breed like it has never been
done before.
Ann Rathmell from South Williamsport, PA. wrote on June
6, 2016 at 10:14 am:
Fell in Love with Chow Chows 35 years ago!!! Adopted my first
precious girl from Faith & John Reigle, Elizabethtown, PA. in
1981. Enjoy learning and following the history of the Breed
including owners. Thank You ChowTales for your continued
research and memorializing the Breed!!!
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